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1.10 HILLSIDE PLAY AREA
There is an opportunity to include a new play area on the site. 
The wider context with its strong ecological connections suits 
a more naturalised space for play. This can include informal 
or incidental play such as boulders and logs, or more formal 
play equipment that can work with the terrain, such as slides 
and terracing.

Introducing features that encourage more 
incidental, exploratory play

Play equipment which works with the landform 
such as mounding and slides

Natural material focus in keeping with the 
wider rural setting north of the site

Seating and terracing to work with the 
landform and provide a social space

Working with the localised terrain to make 
a focal point for the site

Fixed play equipment and trim trail can be 
incorporated to appeal to range of ages

Abbotshall Avenue, Drumchapel 12
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